nd

Unresolved problem: Hawaii’s Fishes 2 edition was erroneously given the same ISBN number
as the original edition. Because many book databases use the ISBN as a key data element,
nd
Hawaii’s Fishes 2 edition does not show up in Amazon and many library catalogs. I requested
nd
that the ISBN be fixed in the 2 printing, but the publisher and distributor said it would cause
problems with marketing and distribution, so it was left as is.

The following changes were made in the 2nd printing of Hawaii’s Fishes 2nd edition.
Major change:
Somehow, the common BLUELINE SURGEONFISH Acanthurus nigroris got left out of the
original printing. For the second printing we removed the BLACKCHIN TILAPIA on p. 149 and
rearranged the Surgeonfishes chapter to make room for this common fish.
Minor changes:
p. xxiv CLASSIFICATION
1st paragraph line 1: change 20,000 to 23,000
p. xxvi – the pointer to the “anal fin” is wrong. It is pointing to the bottom of the tail fin. It should
point to the next fin forward.
p. 9 – SPOTTED CORAL BLENNY 2

nd

line from bottom: after “To 6 in.” add “Indo-Pacific.”

p. 61 line 5: Make changes as follows (blue indicates new text): “The spine and its lure
(collectively called the illicium and the esca) normally?”
rd

p. 75: HAWAIIAN LONGFIN ANTHIAS 3 line from bottom: “Indo-Pacific.” should be “Endemic.”
p. 76 FLYING GURNARD. Line 3: “gurrnards” should be “gurnards”
last line: add text as shown below.
“?see them. To 15 in. Indo-Pacific. Photos:?”
p. 78: REDBARRED HAWKFISH should be in red (like Hawaiian Longfin Anthias on p. 75)
line 6: Make changes as shown: “This fish is kKnown only from Hawai`i (with a similar species in
and the distant islands of Mauritius and Madagascar in the Western Indian Ocean).”
------------------------------------------p. 98: BULLETHEAD PARROTFISH last line: add text as shown below:
“To 15 in. Western and Central Pacific. Photos:”
th

p. 107: 5 line from bottom: Add text: “Twelve members of the puffer family inhabit our waters
(three of them endemic), with two more recorded as strays;”
p. 109: CROWNED TOBY should be in red
nd
2 line from bottom “Indo-Pacific” should be “Endemic.”
p. 122: top two photos, remove “b)” from both captions.
p. 122: SPECKLED SCORPIONFISH should be in red
th
5 line from bottom: “Known from the Line Islands and Wake Island as well as only from Hawai`i.”
p. 160: CIGAR WRASSE. Hawaiian name kupou should have a macron over the first u. Also
change index entry on p. 179
p. 163: add inset photo for the Ornate Wrasse juvenile, p. 163 bottom.

p. 163: ORNATE WRASSE should be in red (like ELEGANT CORIS on previous page)
p. 163: last line. Change “Western Pacific.” to “Endemic.”

